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ABSTRACT
Generalized equations are problems emerging in contexts of modern variational anal-
ysis as an adequate formalism to treat such issues as constraint systems, optimal-
ity and equilibrium conditions, variational inequalities, differential inclusions. The
present paper contains a study on solvability and error bounds for generalized equa-
tions of the form F (x) ⊆ C, where F is a given set-valued mapping and C is a closed,
convex cone. A property called metric C-increase, matching the metric behaviour of
F with the partial order associated with C, is singled out, which ensures solution
existence and error bound estimates in terms of problem data. Applications to the
exact penalization of optimization problems with constraint systems, defined by the
above class of generalized equations, and to the existence of ideal efficient solutions
in vector optimization are proposed.
KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction
A feature distinguishing modern variational analysis is the set-oriented approach to
traditional subjects of study. The language in which many fundamental results are
formulated as well as the comprehensive apparatus of notions and constructions ly-
ing at the core of its theory should make this statement evident. Reasons for such a
feature can be found in developments of the last half-century in such areas as opti-
mization and optimal control. There, with the aim of addressing a broad spectrum
of extremum problems arising in applications, the need to treat situations falling out
from the classical analysis emerged urgently. As a result, traditional categories of the
mathematical thought such as vectors, equations and functions now share the center
of the stage with new entries, like sets, inequalities, and multifunctions, considered
per se worthwhile of a dedicated calculus and investigations, not less than the for-
mer ones. Generalized equations, whose study was initiated by S.M. Robinson (see
[1,2]), are problems that seem to be paradigmatic of this trend. Involving multifunc-
tions and sets in their very structure, they are powerful enough to subsume standard
(equality/inequality) constraint systems as well as other relations and/or geometric
constraints, various optimality and equilibrium conditions (often expressed in form
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of inclusion or inequalities), variational inequalities and complementarity problems.
So, the study of all the above topics received an effective impulse from advances in
the theory of generalized equations. Among the central questions in this branch of
variational analysis are solvability and solution stability, error bound estimates, as
well as the sensitivity analysis of solution sets, often leading to implicit multifunction
theorems in the case of parameterized generalized equations (see, among others, [2],
[3, Ch. 5], [4, Ch. 5], [5, Ch. 2 and 4], [6, Ch. 4.4]).
In this paper, the main subjects of study are solvability and error bounds for the
following type of generalized equations
(GE ) find x ∈ X such that F (x) ⊆ C,
where F : X ⇒ Y is a given set-valued mapping and C ⊆ Y is a nonempty closed and
convex subset of a normed space. This means the study of conditions on the problem
data F and C, under which the related solution set, i.e.
Sol(F,C) = {x ∈ X : F (x) ⊆ C},
is nonempty and certain inequalities measuring the distance from Sol(F,C) hold true.
Whereas a well-developed theory exists for generalized equations of the form
0 ∈ f(x) +G(x), (1)
with 0 being the null element of Y, f : X −→ Y and G : X ⇒ Y being given data,
the case of generalized equations (GE ) attracted so far a minor interest. Yet, a format
like (GE ) emerges in various contexts of optimization theory, as illustrated by the
next example. Besides, in the particular case in which F in (GE ) is a single-valued
mapping and it is G ≡ −C in (1), then (GE ) and (1) collapse to the same problem.
Example 1.1. (i) Let f : X −→ Y be a function taking values in a vector space Y
partially ordered by its (positive) cone C and let R ⊆ X be a nonempty set. Recall that
x¯ ∈ R is said to be an ideally C-efficient solution for the related vector optimization
problem
(VOP ) C-min f(x) subject to x ∈ R,
provided that
f(R) ⊆ f(x¯) + C.
Thus, introducing the set-valued mapping F : X ⇒ Y defined by F (x) = f(R)− f(x),
one gets that the set of all ideally C-efficient solutions coincides with Sol(F,C). It is
worth recalling that any ideal C-efficient solution is, in particular, also C-efficient (see
[7]).
(ii) Essentially, semi-infinite programs are optimization problems, whose variables
lie in a finite-dimensional space, that are subject to infinitely many constrains (see
[8]). Using T as an (infinite) index set, a semi-infinite programming problem can be
formalized as follows
min
x∈S
ϕ(x) subject to g(t, x) ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ T,
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where S ∈ Rn represents a geometric constraint, ϕ : Rn −→ R and g : T × Rn −→ R
are given functions. It is readily seen that, setting F (x) = {g(t, x) : t ∈ T} = g(T, x)
and C = (−∞, 0], the feasible region of such kind of problems becomes Sol(F,C).
(iii) Consider a standard constrained convex optimization problem, namely
min
x∈S
ϕ(x) subject to x ∈ R,
where ϕ : X −→ R is a convex smooth functional defined on a normed space X
and R ⊂ X is a nonempty, closed and convex set. It is well known that the (global)
optimality of an element x¯ ∈ R is characterized by the variational inequality
〈∇ϕ(x¯), x− x¯〉 ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ R,
where∇ϕ(x¯) denotes the Gaˆteaux derivative of ϕ at x¯ (see, for instance, [9, Proposition
5.1.1]). Thus, if setting F (x) = 〈∇ϕ(x), R − x〉 and C = [0,+∞), Sol(F,C) coincides
with the set of all global solutions to the above optimization problem.
(iv) In mathematical economics, a production process consists of the transformation
of production factors (scarce resources), or inputs, into products (goods, services),
or outputs. A production technology is a description of the relationships between
inputs and outputs (see, for instance, [10,11]). Such a description may be quantitatively
formalized by a set-valued mapping F : Rn ⇒ Rm associating with each output x ∈ Rn
the set consisting of all inputs y ∈ Rm needed to produce x (it is reasonable to
assume that the same output can be obtained by means of different combinations of
inputs). Given a cone C, any condition like (GE ) can be interpreted as a constraint
on the production technology, corresponding to specific requirements on the input
employment.
Clearly, the study of such issues as solvability and error bounds for (GE ) can be
performed through several approaches. The present paper proposes an approach, which
relies on a property for set-valued mappings here introduced, called metric C-increase.
This notion captures a behaviour of set-valued mappings that combines the partial
order induced by the cone C with metric variations of the given mappings. Roughly
speaking, such property works as a generalization to a set-valued setting of a decrease
principle. In synergy with the Ekeland variational principle, metric C-increase turns
out to guarantee solution existence results for (GE ) as well as quantitative estimates
of the distance from the solution set. It is worth mentioning that a different approach
to the study of error bound for the above (GE ) has been considered in [12]. According
to such an approach, which rests upon techniques of convex analysis, the set-valued
mapping F is required to satisfy generalized convexity assumptions, the cone C is
required to have nonempty interior and the solution set to be nonempty. None of
these assumptions will be made according the approach presented here.
The arrangement of the contents of the paper in the subsequent sections is as follows.
In Section 2 some technical preliminaries, adequated to the analysis to be carried out,
are recalled. Essentially, they deal with translations of set enlargements, with ‘additive-
like’ properties of the excess function and with semicontinuity properties of set-valued
mappings. In Section 3 the notion of metric C-increase for set-valued mappings is
introduced, both in its global and local form, along with the related exact bounds.
Some examples are provided and some connections with well-known properties in
variational analysis are explored. Section 4 is devoted to exposing the main results of
the paper, which refer to solvability and error bounds for generalized equations of the
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form (GE ). In Section 5 some applications to optimization are discussed: the first one
refers to the existence of ideal efficient solutions to vector optimization problems; a
further application concerns the exact penalization of general optimization problems,
whose constraint systems are defined by generalized equations of the form (GE ).
2. Technical preliminaries
The notation in use throughout the paper is standard. N and R denote the natural
and the real number set, respectively. Rm+ denotes the nonnegative orthant in the
space Rm. Whenever x is an element of a metric space (X, d) and r is a positive real,
B(x, r) = {z ∈ X : d(z, x) ≤ r} denotes the closed ball with center x and radius r.
Given a subset S of a metric space, by intS its topological interior is denoted. By
dist (x, S) = infz∈S d(z, x) the distance of x from a subset S ⊆ X is denoted, with the
convention that dist (x,∅) = +∞. The r-enlargement of a set S ⊆ X is indicated by
B(S, r) = {x ∈ X : dist (x, S) ≤ r}. Given a pair of subsets S1, S2 ⊆ X, the symbol
exc(S1, S2) = sups∈S1 dist (s, S2) denotes the excess of S1 over S2. The null vector in
a normed space is indicated by 0. Thus, B = B(0, 1) and S = {x ∈ B : ‖x‖ = 1}
stand for the unit ball and the unit sphere in a normed space, respectively. Whenever
F : X ⇒ Y is a set-valued mapping, gphF and domF denote the graph and the
domain of F , respectively. All the set-valued mappings appearing in the paper will
be supposed to take closed values. Throughout the text, the acronyms l.s.c. and u.s.c.
stand for lower semicontinuous and upper semicontinuous, respectively. Further more
specific notations will be introduced contextually to their use.
Throughout the current section, (Y, ‖ · ‖) denotes a real normed space. For the
reader’s convenience, in the next remark some basic facts concerning the interaction
between enlargements of a set, translations and the excess function, which will be em-
ployed in the sequel, are collected. Their proof can be derived as a direct consequence
of the definition of the involved objects.
Remark 1. Let S ⊂ Y be a nonempty subset and let r > 0.
(i) It holds
⋃
y∈S
B(y, r) ⊆ B(S, r) ⊆
⋂
ǫ>0
⋃
y∈S
B(y, r + ǫ).
If, in particular, S is a closed subset of a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, then
⋃
y∈S
B(y, r) = B(S, r).
(ii) Let y ∈ Y. Then, it holds
B(y, r) + C ⊆ B(y + C, r) ⊆
⋂
ǫ>0
(B(y, r + ǫ) + C) .
If, in particular, C is a closed subset of a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, then
B(y + C, r) = B(y, r) + C.
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(iii) Let S be a nonempty subset. It holds
B(S, r) + C ⊆ B(S + C, r) ⊆
⋂
ǫ>0
B(S + C, r + ǫ).
If, in particular, S and C are nonempty subsets of a finite-dimensional Euclidean space
such that S +C is closed, then
B(S, r) + C = B(S + C, r).
(iv) Let C ⊂ Y be a closed, convex cone. Then, it results in
exc(S,C) = exc(S + C,C).
(v) Let S1 and S2 be nonempty subsets of Y and let r1, r2 > 0. Then,
B(S1, r1) + B(S2, r2) ⊆
⋂
ǫ>0
B(S1 + S2, r1 + r2 + ǫ).
If, in particular, Y is a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, then
B(S1, r1) + B(S2, r2) ⊆ B(S1 + S2, r1 + r2).
(vi) If C ⊂ Y is a closed, convex cone, with c¯ ∈ C and y ∈ Y\C, and α > 0, then
dist (y + α(y − c¯), C) ≥ (1 + α)dist (y,C) . (2)
Indeed, from
dist (y + α(y − c¯), C) = inf
c∈C
‖(1 + α)y − αc¯− c‖,
as it is αc¯+ C ⊆ C, it follows
inf
c∈C
‖(1 + α)y − αc¯− c‖ ≥ inf
c∈C
‖(1 + α)y − c‖
= inf
c∈C
‖(1 + α)y − c(1 + α)‖ = (1 + α)dist (y,C) .
On the basis of some of the facts recalled above, the following technical lemma,
expressing a sort of additivity of the excess with respect to the radius of balls, can be
derived.
Lemma 2.1. Let C ⊂ Y be a closed, convex cone and let y ∈ Y\C. Then, for any
r > 0 it holds
exc(B(y, r), C) = dist (y,C) + r.
Proof. Let us show first that exc(B(y, r), C) ≤ dist (y,C) + r. Let v ∈ rB. From
inf
c∈C
‖y + v − c‖ ≤ inf
c∈C
‖y − c‖+ ‖v‖,
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one readily obtains
exc(B(y, r), C) = sup
v∈rB
inf
c∈C
‖y + v − c‖ ≤ sup
v∈rB
[ inf
c∈C
‖y − c‖+ ‖v‖] = dist (y,C) + r.
To prove the converse inequality, fix an arbitrary ǫ > 0. Correspondingly, there exists
cǫ ∈ C such that ‖y − cǫ‖ < (1 + ǫ)dist (y,C) (remember that dist (y,C) > 0). Thus,
since y 6= cǫ, by recalling inequality (2) with α = ‖y − cǫ‖−1r, one obtains
exc(B(y, r), C) = sup
v∈rB
inf
c∈C
‖y + v − c‖ ≥ inf
c∈C
∥∥∥∥y + y − cǫ‖y − cǫ‖ r − c
∥∥∥∥
≥
(
1 +
r
‖y − cǫ‖
)
dist (y,C) ≥ dist (y,C) + r
1 + ǫ
.
By letting ǫ→ 0+, one achieves the inequality
exc(B(y, r), C) ≥ dist (y,C) + r,
thereby completing the proof.
The next lemma, which will be employed in the proof of the main result of the
paper, generalizes the previous relation to enlargements of closed sets.
Lemma 2.2. Let C ⊆ Y be a closed, convex cone and let S ⊆ Y be a nonempty subset
such that exc(S,C) > 0. For any r > 0 it holds
exc(B(S, r), C) = exc(S,C) + r.
Proof. Observe first that
exc(S,C) = sup
y∈S
dist (y,C) = sup
y∈S\C
dist (y,C) = exc(S\C,C).
Thus, according to Lemma 2.1, in particular one has that for every y ∈ S\C it is
dist (y,C) = exc(B(y, r), C) − r. It follows
exc(S,C) = sup
y∈S\C
dist (y,C) = sup
y∈S\C
exc(B(y, r), C)− r
= sup
y∈S\C
sup
v∈B(y,r)
dist (v,C)− r ≤ sup
v∈B(S,r)
dist (v,C)− r
= exc(B(S, r), C) − r,
where the last inequality holds because, as observed in Remark 1(i), it holds
⋃
y∈S\C
B(y, r) ⊆
⋃
y∈S
B(y, r) ⊆ B(S, r).
Now, in order to establish the converse inequality, fix an arbitrary ǫ > 0. Since as
noticed in Remark 1(i) it is B(S, r) ⊆ ∪y∈SB(y, r + ǫ), by applying Lemma 2.1, one
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finds
exc(B(S, r), C) ≤ exc(∪y∈SB(y, r + ǫ), C) = sup
y∈S
exc(B(y, r + ǫ), C)
= sup
y∈S
dist (y,C) + r + ǫ = exc(S,C) + r + ǫ.
The arbitrariness of ǫ completes the proof.
Let us point out below a consequence of Lemma 2.2 that will be useful in the sequel.
Remark 2. Given a closed, convex cone S ⊂ Y, a nonempty set S ⊆ Y and constants
r > 0 and a > 1, it holds
B(S, ar) 6⊆ B(S + C, r).
Indeed, if assuming that B(S, ar) ⊆ B(S + C, r), then according to Lemma 2.2 and
Remark 1(iv), one would obtain
exc(S,C) + ar = exc(B(S, ar), C) ≤ exc(B(S + C, r), C)
= exc(S + C,C) + r = exc(S,C) + r,
which leads to the evident contradiction ar ≤ r.
In view of the formulation of the next ancillary result, recall that a set-valued
mapping F : X ⇒ Y defined on a metric space is said to be l.s.c. at x¯ if for every open
set O ⊆ Y such that F (x¯) ∩O 6= ∅ there exists δO > 0 such that
F (x) ∩O 6= ∅, ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δO).
Given a closed convex cone C ⊂ Y, F is said to be Hausdorff C-u.s.c. at x¯ if for every
ǫ > 0 there exists δǫ > 0 such that
F (x) ⊆ B(F (x¯) + C, ǫ), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δǫ).
The next lemma links the above semicontinuity properties of a set-valued mapping F
with the semicontinuity properties of the function φ : X −→ [0,+∞), defined by
φ(x) = exc(F (x), C), (3)
which is possible to associate with F and C. Not surprisingly, such a function will play
a crucial role in the main achievements in this paper.
Lemma 2.3. Let F : X ⇒ Y be a set-valued mapping defined on a metric space (X, d)
and taking values on a normed space (Y, ‖ ·‖), and let C ⊂ Y be a closed, convex cone.
(i) If F is l.s.c. at x¯, then the function φ is l.s.c. at x¯.
(ii) If F is Hausdorff C-u.s.c. at x¯, then the function φ is u.s.c. at x¯.
Proof. (i) Fix x¯ ∈ X. If F (x¯) = ∅, then φ(x¯) = supy∈∅ dist (y,C) = −∞. Thus, for
any sequence (xn)n∈N in X, with xn −→ x¯ as n→∞, the inequality
lim inf
n→∞
φ(xn) ≥ −∞ = φ(x¯)
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is trivially fulfilled.
If F (x¯) 6= ∅ and F (x¯) ⊆ C, then φ(x¯) = 0, so one finds
lim inf
n→∞
φ(xn) ≥ 0 = φ(x¯).
Now, assume that F (x¯) 6⊆ C, so that
φ(x¯) = exc(F (x¯), C) = sup
y∈F (x¯)
dist (y,C) > 0.
Fix an arbitrary ǫ ∈ (0, φ(x¯)). Then, corresponding to ǫ, there exists yǫ ∈ F (x¯) such
that
dist (yǫ, C) > φ(x¯)− ǫ
2
. (4)
Since F is l.s.c. at x¯, there exists rǫ > 0 such that
F (x) ∩ int B(yǫ, ǫ/2) 6= ∅, ∀x ∈ B(x¯, rǫ).
Thus, if (xn)n∈N is any sequence in X, with xn −→ x¯, then for some n∗ ∈ N one
gets the existence of yn ∈ F (xn) ∩ int B(yǫ, ǫ/2) for every n ≥ n∗. On the account of
inequality (4), one obtains
φ(xn) ≥ dist (yn, C) ≥ dist (yǫ, C)− d(yn, yǫ) > φ(x¯)− ǫ, ∀n ∈ N, n ≥ n∗,
wherefrom it follows
lim inf
n→∞
φ(xn) ≥ φ(x¯)− ǫ.
By arbitrariness of ǫ, the thesis follows.
(ii) Let (xn)n∈N be any sequence in X converging to x¯ as n →∞. Now, it is to be
proved that
lim sup
n→∞
φ(xn) ≤ φ(x¯).
If F (x¯) = ∅, then φ(x¯) = supy∈∅ dist (y,C) = +∞, so the inequality to be proved
trivially holds. Suppose that F (x¯) 6= ∅ and fix ǫ > 0. Since F is Hausdorff C-u.s.c. at
x¯, corresponding to ǫ there exists δǫ > 0 such that
F (x) ⊆ B(F (x¯) + C, ǫ), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δǫ).
As xn −→ x¯, there exists n∗ ∈ N such that xn ∈ B(x¯, δǫ), for every n ∈ N, with n ≥ n∗.
Consequently, in force of Lemma 2.2 and Remark 1(iv), one obtains
φ(xn) = exc(F (xn), C) ≤ exc(B(F (x¯) + C, ǫ), C) = exc(F (x¯) + C,C) + ǫ
= exc(F (x¯), C) + ǫ = φ(x¯) + ǫ, ∀n ≥ n∗.
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From the last inequality, it follows
lim sup
n→∞
φ(xn) ≤ φ(x¯) + ǫ,
which, by arbitrariness of ǫ, completes the proof.
3. Metrically C-increasing mappings
Throughout the current section, by F : X ⇒ Y a set-valued mapping is denoted which
is defined on a metric space (X, d) and takes values in a real normed space (Y, ‖ · ‖),
partially ordered by a closed, convex cone C ⊂ Y. This means that, associated in a
standard way with the cone C, a partial order relation ≤C⊂ Y×Y is defined as follows
y1 ≤C y2 iff y2 − y1 ∈ C.
The next definition introduces a property for set-valued mappings which plays a
key role in establishing a solvability result for generalized equation of the form (GE ),
along with related error bound estimates.
Definition 3.1. (i) A mapping F : X ⇒ Y is said to be metrically C-increasing on
X if there exists a constant a > 1 such that
∀x ∈ X, ∀r > 0, ∃u ∈ B(x, r) : B(F (u), ar) ⊆ B(F (x) + C, r). (5)
The quantity
inc(F ;X) = sup{a > 1 : inclusion (5) holds}
is called exact bound of metric C-increase of F on X.
(ii) A mapping F : X ⇒ Y is said to be metrically C-increasing around x¯ ∈ domF
if there exist δ > 0 and a > 1 such that
∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ), ∀r ∈ (0, δ), ∃u ∈ B(x, r) : B(F (u), ar) ⊆ B(F (x) + C, r). (6)
The quantity
inc(F ; x¯) = sup{a > 1 : ∃δ > 0 such that inclusion (6) holds}
is called exact bound of metric C-increase of F around x¯.
The meaning of the property introduced above should appear from inclusion (5).
Loosely speaking, it postulates that the values taken by F near a given point ‘move’,
among other directions, towards the cone C in a manner which is proportional, with
a certain rate, to the distance from the given point. The exact bound of metric C-
increase provides a quantitative estimate of such a behaviour. It should be noticed
that this notion is not connected with that of monotonicity, inasmuch as on the space
X any partial order or vector structure is lacking. The term ‘metric C-increase’ indeed
refers to the matching of a metric behaviour with the partial order induced by C on
the range space Y.
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The following examples provide concrete classes of mappings fulfilling the property
under study and, at the same time, hint connections with another property widely
investigated in variational analysis. In what follows, L(X,Y) denotes the (Banach)
space of all linear bounded operators between the Banach spaces X and Y, endowed
with the operator norm. In particular, X∗ = L(X,R).
Example 3.2 (Regular linear mappings). Recall that a linear bounded operator Λ :
X −→ Y between Banach spaces is said to be open at a linear rate if there exists a
constant α > 0 such that
ΛB ⊇ αB. (7)
It is well known that the celebrated Banach-Schauder theorem provides a characteri-
zation for such a property: Λ is open at a linear rate iff Λ is onto, i.e. ΛX = Y. The
quantity
surΛ = sup{α > 0 : ΛB ⊇ αB}
is called the exact openness bound of Λ. Roughly speaking, it gives a quantitative
description of the openness at a linear rate. Such a constant can be estimated in
primal and in dual terms as follows: it holds
surΛ =
1
‖Λ−1‖− ,
where Λ−1 : Y ⇒ X is the inverse (in general) set-valued mapping to Λ, which is
always positively homogeneous and convex, while ‖ · ‖− denotes the inner norm of a
positively homogeneous mapping, namely if H : Y⇒ X, it is
‖H‖− = sup
y∈B
inf
x∈H(y)
‖x‖;
besides, it holds
surΛ = inf
‖u∗‖=1
‖Λ⊤u∗‖ = dist
(
0,Λ⊤S
)
,
where Λ⊤ ∈ L(Y∗,X∗) denotes the adjoint operator to Λ (see, for instance, [6, Corollary
1.58]). Now, let Y = Rm be equipped with its classical Euclidean space structure, let
C = Rm+ and m ≥ 2. In this setting, consider a linear bounded operator Λ : X −→ Rm
such that
surΛ > m.
This means that
ΛB ⊇ mB. (8)
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Denote by B = {e1, . . . , em} the canonical base of Rm and define
e =
√
m
m∑
i=1
ei.
It is clear that e ∈ mB. Then, because of inclusion (8), there exists u ∈ B such that
Λu = e. On the other hand, notice that B(e,
√
m) ⊆ Rm+ . Indeed, if y ∈ B(e,
√
m), it
is ‖y − e‖ ≤ √m, and hence
|yi −
√
m| ≤ √m, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m,
wherefrom one gets yi ≥ 0, for every i = 1, . . . ,m. Thus, it is possible to deduce the
existence of u ∈ B such that
B(Λu,
√
m) = B(e,
√
m) ⊆ Rm+ ⊆ B+Rm+ = B(Λ0 +Rm+ , 1),
where the last equality follows on the account of Remark 1(iii). By exploiting the
linearity of Λ, from the last inclusion one readily obtains that for every r > 0 there
exists u ∈ rB such that
B(Λu, r
√
m) ⊆ B(Λ0+ Rm+ , r),
and for every x ∈ X and for every r > 0 there exists u ∈ B(x, r) such that
B(Λu, r
√
m) ⊆ B(Λx+ Rm+ , r).
Since
√
m > 1, the above reasoning shows that any linear mapping Λ ∈ L(X,Rm),
with the property that surΛ > m, turns out to be metrically Rm+ -increasing on X with
exact increase bound inc(Λ;X) ≥ √m.
Example 3.3. Let Λ ∈ L(X,Rm) and let C ⊂ Rm be a closed, convex cone. Assume
that inc(Λ;X) > a. Then, the set-valued mapping L : X⇒ Rm, defined by
L(x) = Λx+ C
is metrically C-increasing and inc(L;X) ≥ a. Indeed, by taking into account Remark
1(ii) and (iii), one finds that for every x ∈ X and r > 0, for any ǫ > 0 it holds
B(L(u), ar) = B(Λu+ C, ar) = B(Λu, ar) + C
⊆ B(Λx+ C, r) + C = B(Λx+ C + C, r) = B(L(x) + C, r).
In the light of Example 3.2, if for instance Λ ∈ L(X,Rm) is such that surΛ > m and
C = Rm+ , then the resulting L is metrically R
m
+ -increasing on X and inc(L;X) ≥
√
m.
Example 3.4 (Locally regular nonlinear mapping). Recall that a mapping f : X −→
Y between metric spaces is said to be open at x¯ ∈ X at a linear rate if there exist
positive constants δ, α and ζ such that
f(B(x, r)) ⊇ B(f(x), αr) ∩ B(f(x¯), ζ), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ), ∀r ∈ (0, δ). (9)
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Whenever f is continuous at x¯, inclusion (9) takes the simpler form
f(B(x, r)) ⊇ B(f(x), αr), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ), ∀r ∈ (0, δ).
The quantity
sur(f ; x¯) = sup{α > 0 : ∃δ > 0 such that inclusion (9) holds}
is called the exact bound of local openness of f at x¯. Whenever X and Y are Banach
spaces, according to the Lyusternik-Graves theorem, a mapping f : X −→ Y strictly
differentiable at x¯ ∈ X turns out to be open at a linear rate at x¯ iff its strict derivative
Df(x¯) ∈ L(X,Y) is onto. Moreover, the following primal and dual estimates hold
sur(f ; x¯) =
1
‖Df(x¯)−1‖− = inf‖u∗‖=1 ‖Df(x¯)
⊤u∗‖
(see, for instance, [6, Theorem 1.57]). Now, letting Y = Rm, C = Rm+ and m ≥ 2,
suppose that a mapping f : X −→ Rm is continuous at x¯ and such that
sur(f ; x¯) > m.
This means that there exists δm > 0 such that
f(B(x, r)) ⊇ B(f(x),mr), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δm), ∀r ∈ (0, δm). (10)
Fix arbitrarily x ∈ B(x¯, δm) and r ∈ (0, δm), and define
er = r
√
m
m∑
i=1
ei.
As it is ‖er‖ = rm, one has f(x) + er ∈ B(f(x),mr). Thus, from inclusion (10), it
follows that there exists u ∈ B(x, r) such that
f(u) = f(x) + er,
while from the definition of er it follows that B(er , r
√
m) ⊆ Rm+ . Consequently, one
obtains
B(f(u), r
√
m) = B(f(x) + er, r
√
m) = f(x) + B(er, r
√
m) ⊆ f(x) + Rm+
⊆ B(f(x) + Rm+ , r).
This shows that, under the above assumptions, f is metrically Rm+ -increasing around
x¯, with inc(f ; x¯) ≥ √m. By arguing as in Example 3.3, it is not difficult to see that
the same property is shared with set-valued mappings of the form f + Rm+ .
The next example exhibits a situation in which metric C-increase takes place in the
absence of openness.
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Example 3.5. Let X = Y = R be endowed with its usual Euclidean space structure,
let C = [0,+∞) and let f : R −→ R be given by
f(x) = |x|.
The mapping f evidently fails to be open at a linear rate at x¯ = 0. Nevertheless, as
one easily checks, it turns out to be metrically R+-increasing on R with inc(f ;R) = 2
(in particular, it is R+-increasing around x¯).
A feature of the property under study to be pointed out is its robustness under ad-
ditive Lipschitz continuous perturbations. Such a stability behaviour can be exploited
to build further examples of metrically C-increasing mappings. In order to formulate
this feature, let us recall that a set-valued mapping G : X ⇒ Y between metric spaces
is said to be Lipschitz continuous on X if there exists a constant β ≥ 0 such that
Haus(G(x1), G(x2)) ≤ βd(x1, x2), ∀x1, x2 ∈ X,
where Haus(S1, S2) stands for the Hausdorff-Pompeiu distance of the sets S1 and S2,
i.e.
Haus(S1, S2) = max{exc(S1, S2), exc(S2, S1)}
(on the Lipschitz properties of set-valued mappings see [5, Ch. 3C]). To avoid some
major technicalities arising with translations of set enlargements in abstract spaces, the
statement below is given for mappings taking values in a finite-dimensional Euclidean
space.
Proposition 3.6. Let F : X ⇒ Rm and G : X ⇒ Rm be set-valued mappings and let
C ⊂ Rm be a closed, convex cone. Suppose that:
(i) F is metrically C-increasing on X;
(ii) F +G : X ⇒ Rm is closed-valued;
(iii) G is Lipschitz continuous on X with a constant β satisfying the condition
β < 1− 1
inc(F ;X)
.
Then, the mapping F +G : X ⇒ Rm is metrically C-increasing on X, with
inc(F +G;X) ≥ (1− β)inc(F ;X).
Proof. Notice that hypothesis (iii) implies, in particular, the fact that β < 1. Fix
x ∈ X and r > 0. By virtue of the condition on β in hypothesis (iii), it is possible to
pick a ∈ (1, inc(F ;X)) in such a way that
a(1− β) > 1. (11)
Since F is metrically C-increasing on X with exact bound inc(F ;X), corresponding
to x and (1 − β)r > 0 there exists u ∈ B(x, r) such that
B(F (u), a(1 − β)r) ⊆ B(F (x) + C, (1 − β)r). (12)
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Since G is Lipschitz continuous on X with a constant β, one has in particular
exc(G(u)), G(x)) ≤ βd(u, x) ≤ βr,
which entails
G(u) ⊆ B(G(x), βr). (13)
By taking into account Remark 1(iii) and (v), from inclusions (13) and (12) one obtains
B(F (u) +G(u), a(1 − β)r) = B(F (u), a(1 − β)r) +G(u)
⊆ B(F (x) + C, (1 − β)r) + B(G(x), βr)
⊆ B(F (x) +G(x), r).
This shows that F + G is metrically C-increasing on X and that inc(F + G;X) ≥
a(1 − β). Since the latter remains true for every a ∈ (1, inc(F ;X)) fulfilling the
condition in (11), the validity of the estimate in the thesis is also proved.
Remark 3. (i) It is worth noting that the hypothesis (iii) in Proposition 3.6 can be
weakened by replacing the Lipschitz continuity of G with a more general property
called Lipschitz C-continuity, that postulates the existence of β ≥ 0 such that
max{exc(G(x1), G(x2) + C), exc(G(x2), G(x1) + C)} ≤ βd(x1, x2), ∀x1, x2 ∈ X.
(ii) Proposition 3.6 can be easily reformulated for mappings metrically C-increasing
around a given point. In such an event, the Lipschitz continuity of G on X can be
replaced with its local counterpart around the reference point.
(iii) It is well known that a sufficient condition for the sum of two closed sets to
be still closed is that one of them is compact. Therefore, hypothesis (ii) is satisfied
provided that, for instance, G is compact-valued.
To the aim of better understanding the idea behind the notion of metric C-increase,
it is useful to consider how it behaves in the very special case of single-valued scalar
functions, with the cone C = (−∞, 0]. In this setting, in its local version, the metric
C-increase of ϕ : X −→ R around x¯ prescribes the existence of a > 1 such that, if in
particular x = x¯, an element u ∈ B(x¯, r) can be found such that
[ϕ(u) − ar, ϕ(u) + ar] ⊆ B(ϕ(x¯) + (−∞, 0], r) = B((−∞, ϕ(x¯)], r) = (−∞, ϕ(x¯) + r].
This implies that u ∈ B(x¯, r) must be such that
ϕ(u) + ar ≤ ϕ(x¯) + r
and therefore it must hold
inf
x∈B(x¯,r)
ϕ(x) ≤ ϕ(x¯)− (a− 1)r. (14)
The condition expressed by inequality (14) appears in what in variational analysis is
referred to as a decrease principle. Such kind of statements provides conditions, ex-
pressed in terms of generalized derivatives (even in a metric space setting), upon which
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inequality (14) holds true. It found various applications in the analysis of solvability
and error bounds for inequalities defined by l.s.c. scalar functions (see, among others,
[4, Theorem 3.6.2] and [13, Ch. 1.6]). For instance, any function δϕ : X −→ [0,+∞]
such that for every x ∈ X and r, c > 0
inf
z∈B(x,r)
δϕ(z) ≥ c =⇒ inf
z∈B(x,r)
ϕ(z) ≤ ϕ(x)− cr
is called decrease index for ϕ. The strong slope of a function and its various subdiffer-
ential representations in Banach space settings are well-known examples of decrease
index. Thus, metric C-increase can be viewed as a condition, directly formulated on set-
valued mappings, which leads to generalize a behaviour that can be obtained through
decrease principles.
4. Solvability and error bounds
The main question of this paper, which stimulated the introduction of the notion of
metric C-increase, is the solvability of generalized equation of the form (GE ) and
related error bounds. As a prolegomenon to the analysis of such a question, it is worth
pointing out the following basic topological property of the solution set Sol(F,C),
which can be obtained at once under mild assumptions on the problem data.
Proposition 4.1. With reference to a given (GE ), suppose that F that is l.s.c. on
X. Then, Sol(F,C) is a (possibly empty) closed set. If F is l.s.c. in a neighbourhood
of x¯ ∈ Sol(F,C), then Sol(F,C) is locally closed around x¯, i.e. there exists δ > 0 such
that Sol(F,C) ∩ B(x¯, δ) is closed.
Proof. Since the convex cone C is closed, it suffices to observe that Sol(F,C) can be
characterized as a sublevel set of the function φ defined as in (3), namely
Sol(F,C) = {x ∈ X : φ(x) ≤ 0},
and then to recall Lemma 2.3(i).
One is now in a position to establish the main findings of the paper.
Theorem 4.2 (Solvability and global error bound). Given a set-valued mapping F :
X ⇒ Y, suppose that:
(i) (X, d) is metrically complete;
(ii) F is l.s.c. on X;
(iii) F is metrically C-increasing on X, with exact bound inc(F ;X).
Then, Sol(F,C) 6= ∅ and the following estimate holds
dist (x,Sol(F,C)) ≤ exc(F (x), C)
inc(F ;X) − 1 , ∀x ∈ X.
Proof. Consider the functional φ : X −→ [0,+∞) defined as in (3) and take an
arbitrary a ∈ (1, inc(F ;X)). Notice that, by virtue of the lower semicontinuity of F
on X, in the light of Lemma 2.3(i), the function φ is l.s.c. on X and it is bounded
from below by definition. Take an arbitrary x0 ∈ X. If it is φ(x0) = 0, then, as C is
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closed, one has F (x0) ⊆ C, so all the assertions in the thesis trivially happen to hold
true. Assume now that φ(x0) > 0. Since it is
φ(x0) ≤ inf
x∈X
φ(x) + φ(x0)
and the metric space (X, d) has been assumed to be complete, according to the Ekeland
variational principle (see [14]) for every λ > 0 there exists xλ ∈ X such that
φ(xλ) ≤ φ(x0),
d(xλ, x0) ≤ λ, (15)
and
φ(xλ) < φ(x) +
φ(x0)
λ
d(x, xλ), ∀x ∈ X\{xλ}. (16)
Let us show that, if choosing
λ =
φ(x0)
a− 1 , (17)
the corresponding xλ ∈ X is a zero of φ. Ab absurdo, suppose that φ(xλ) > 0. By
hypothesis (ii), corresponding to r = φ(xλ) there exists u ∈ B(xλ, φ(xλ)) with the
property
B(F (u), aφ(xλ)) ⊆ B(F (xλ) + C,φ(xλ)).
Notice that it must be u 6= xλ, because for positive r = φ(xλ) the last inclusion fails
to be true, as observed in Remark 2. By applying Lemma 2.2 and Remark 1(iv), one
obtains
φ(u) = exc(F (u), C) = exc(B(F (u), aφ(xλ)), C)− aφ(xλ)
≤ exc(B(F (xλ) + C,φ(xλ)), C)− aφ(xλ)
= exc(F (xλ) + C,C) + φ(xλ)− aφ(xλ)
= exc(F (xλ), C) + (1− a)φ(xλ) = (2− a)φ(xλ).
If a > 2, the above relation already yields a contradiction. Otherwise, by plugging u
in inequality (16) (remember that u 6= xλ), one finds
φ(xλ) < φ(u) + (a− 1)d(u, xλ) ≤ φ(xλ),
wherefrom contradiction arises. This fact shows that, for the value of λ chosen as
above, it must happen that xλ ∈ Sol(F,C). Moreover, as a consequence of inequality
(15), by recalling formula (17), one obtains
dist (x0,Sol(F,C)) ≤ d(x0, xλ) ≤ exc(F (x0), C)
a− 1 .
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By arbitrariness of a ∈ (1, inc(F ;X)), the last estimate completes the proof.
A generalized equation of the form (GE ) can be regarded as a special case of a
more general problem, which was called set-inclusion: given two set-valued mappings
Ψ : X ⇒ Y and Φ : X ⇒ Y between metric spaces
find x ∈ X such that Φ(x) ⊆ Ψ(x).
A result concerning the solvability and error bounds for set-valued inclusion problems
was obtained in [15, Theorem 3.3], which relies on the notion of set-covering mapping.
Nonetheless, Theorem 4.2 can not be derived as a special case from the aforementioned
result. Indeed, with the identification Φ = F and Ψ ≡ C, the set-covering assumption
on Ψ appearing in Theorem 3.3 will be never satisfied. Moreover, in that theorem Φ is
supposed to be Lipschitz continuous on X with bounded values, what is not required
in Theorem 4.2. In fact, even though exploiting an analogous variational technique of
proof, the approach here proposed to address solvability and error bounds for (GE )
is based on a different behaviour of the mapping F : the reader should notice that
the notion of metric C-increase needs a partial order structure on the range space Y,
whereas set-covering is a purely metric property.
After the seminal paper [21], A.V. Arutyunov and his research group developed a
theory about coincidence points for set-valued mappings, aimed at unifying the well-
known results by Banach-Caccioppoli and Milyutin, where the property of openness
plays a crucial role. Recall that, according to [21, First Definition], a mapping f :
X −→ Y between metric spaces is said to be open (at a linear rate) on X with
constant α > 0 if
f(B(x, r)) ⊇ B(f(x), αr), ∀r ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ X.
Within this theory it is possible to derive a solvability result, with a related error
bound estimate, for the following special case of (GE ):
find x ∈ X such that f(x) ∈ C, (18)
where f : X −→ Y is a given single-valued mapping. More precisely, it is possible to
prove what follows: suppose that
(i) (X, d) is metrically complete;
(ii) f is continuous on X;
(iii) f is open (at a linear rate) on X with constant α;
then Sol(f,C) 6= ∅ and
dist (x,Sol(f,C)) ≤ dist (f(x), C)
α
, ∀x ∈ X.
Since, as mentioned above, the properties of metric C-increase and openness are inde-
pendent, a single-valued specialization of Theorem 4.2 seems not be achievable within
the theory developed after [21].
In optimization contexts, where local optimality is to be investigated, often local
error bound estimates are required. Such a need motivates the interest in a local
version of the previous result. Its proof is provided in detail inasmuch as the variational
technique employed in Theorem 4.2 must be submitted to nontrivial adjustments, when
referred to a local setting.
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Theorem 4.3 (Local error bound). Let F : X ⇒ Y be a set-valued mapping and let
x¯ ∈ Sol(F,C). Suppose that:
(i) (X, d) is metrically complete;
(ii) F is l.s.c. in a neighbourhood of x¯ and Hausdorff C-u.s.c. at x¯;
(iii) F is metrically C-increasing around x¯ with exact bound inc(F ; x¯).
Then, for every a ∈ (1, inc(F ; x¯)) there exists δa > 0 such that
dist (x,Sol(F,C)) ≤ exc(F (x), C)
a− 1 , ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δa).
Proof. Fixed any a ∈ (1, inc(F ; x¯)), by hypothesis (iii) there exists δ0 > 0 such that
∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ0), ∀r ∈ (0, δ0), ∃u ∈ B(x, r) : B(F (u), ar) ⊆ B(F (x) + C, r). (19)
Consider once again the function φ defined as in (3). By virtue of the lower semicon-
tinuity of F in a neighbourhood of x¯, in force of Lemma 2.3(i), there exists δ1 > 0
such that φ is l.s.c. at each point of B(x¯, δ1). Furthermore, as F is also Hausdorff
C-u.s.c. at x¯, φ turns out to be, in particular, continuous at x¯. Since φ(x¯) = 0 because
x¯ ∈ Sol(F,C), corresponding to δ0 there exists δ2 > 0 such that
φ(x) ≤ δ0
2
, ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ2). (20)
Now, let us define
δ∗ = min{δ0, δ1, δ2}
and set δa = δ∗/4.
To show the validity of the inequality in the thesis, fix an arbitrary x0 ∈
B(x¯, δa)\Sol(F,C). The fact that x0 6∈ Sol(F,C) implies φ(x0) > 0. Consider the func-
tion φ : B(x0, δa) −→ [0,+∞). Observe that, as it is true that B(x0, δa) ⊆ B(x¯, δ∗/2) ⊆
B(x¯, δ1), φ is l.s.c. on B(x0, δa). This set, as a closed subset of a complete metric space,
is complete. Therefore it is possible to apply the Ekeland variational principle. It en-
sures that, corresponding to λ = φ(x0)
a−1 , there exists xλ ∈ B(x0, δa) such that
φ(xλ) ≤ φ(x0)− (a− 1)d(xλ, x0), (21)
d(xλ, x0) ≤ φ(x0)
a− 1 (22)
and
φ(xλ) < φ(x) + (a− 1)d(x, xλ), ∀x ∈ B(x0, δa)\{xλ}. (23)
If φ(xλ) = 0 one gets xλ ∈ Sol(F,C) and hence, by taking into account inequality (22)
the thesis is proved. Suppose that φ(xλ) > 0. In such an event, by inequality (21) one
has φ(xλ) ≤ φ(x0) so, from the fact that x0 ∈ B(x¯, δa) ⊆ B(x¯, δ2) one obtains
φ(xλ) ≤ φ(x0) ≤ δ0
2
.
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On the other hand, since it holds
d(xλ, x¯) ≤ d(xλ, x0) + d(x0, x¯) ≤ δ∗
2
< δ0,
one has xλ ∈ B(x¯, δ0). The last two facts make it possible to apply inclusion (19), with
x = xλ and r = φ(xλ), so that one gets the existence of u ∈ B(xλ, φ(xλ)) such that
B(F (u), aφ(xλ)) ⊆ B(F (xλ) + C,φ(xλ)).
Now notice that, whenever it happens that a > 2, then by arguing in the same way as
in the proof of Theorem 4.2, one readily reaches a contradiction. Thus, it is possible
to assume henceforth that a ∈ (1, 2]. If it happens that d(u, x0) ≤ δa, then inequality
(23) can be exploited. Thus, by plugging u in this inequality and proceeding exactly
as done for the proof of Theorem 4.2, one reaches a contradiction, thereby proving
that it must be φ(xλ) = 0. So, in the current case, the thesis is proved. Otherwise, if
it happens that d(u, x0) > δa = δ∗/4, it is useful to observe that, on the account of
inequalities (21) and (22), it holds
d(u, x0) ≤ d(u, xλ) + d(xλ, x0) ≤ φ(x0)− (a− 1)d(xλ, x0) + d(xλ, x0)
= φ(x0)− (a− 2)d(xλ, x0) ≤ φ(x0)− a− 2
a− 1φ(x0) =
φ(x0)
a− 1 .
Consequently, by recalling that x¯ ∈ Sol(F,C), one finds
dist (x0,Sol(F,C)) ≤ d(x0, x¯) ≤ δ∗
4
≤ φ(x0)
a− 1 .
The last inequality, by arbitrariness of x0, completes the proof.
5. Applications to optimization
5.1. Existence of ideal efficient solutions
Let us consider a vector optimization problem (VOP ). As a straightforward conse-
quence of Theorem 4.2, the following result concerning the existence of ideal efficient
solutions to (VOP ) and the distance from ideal efficiency can be established. In its
statement, by IE(f ;R) the set of all ideal C-efficient solutions to (VOP ) is denoted.
In view of the employment of Proposition 3.6, the range space Y is supposed to be a
finite-dimensional Euclidean space, partially ordered by a closed, convex cone C.
Theorem 5.1. With reference to a vector optimization problem (VOP ), suppose that:
(i) (X, d) is metrically complete;
(ii) f : X −→ Rm is continuous on R;
(iii) −f is metrically C-increasing on R;
(iv) sets R and f(R) are closed.
Then, the set IE(f ;R) is nonempty and closed and it holds
dist (x, IE(f ;R)) ≤ exc(f(R)− f(x), C)
inc(−f ;R)− 1 , ∀x ∈ R.
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Proof. As pointed out in Example 1.1(i), IE(f ;R) coincides with Sol(f(R) − f,C).
In order to apply Theorem 4.2, observe that, by virtue of hypotheses (ii) and (iv), the
set-valued mapping F : R⇒ Rm, defined by F (x) = f(R)− f(x), is closed-valued and
l.s.c. on R. This fact enables one to invoke Proposition 4.1, which says that IE(f ;R)
is closed. Since −f is metrically C-increasing on R and the mapping G : R ⇒ Rm,
given by G ≡ f(R) is evidently Lipschitz continuous with constant β = 0, Proposition
3.6 ensures that F , as an additive perturbation of −f , is still metrically C-increasing
on R, with
inc(F ;R) ≥ inc(−f ;R).
As a closed subset of a complete metric space, (R, d) is a complete metric space.
Then, it is possible to apply Theorem 4.2, from which all the remaining assertions in
the thesis follow.
As a comment to Theorem 5.1, let us remark that, in contrast with the most part
of existence results in vector optimization (see [7,16]), no kind of compactness is as-
sumed on f(R). The existence of ideal efficient solutions comes as a consequence of
the interplay between the metric behaviour of f and the partial order C, and metric
completeness.
5.2. Penalization in constrained optimization
This subsection deals with constrained (scalar) optimization problems, whose con-
straint system is defined by a generalized equation of the form (GE ), namely
(P) minϕ(x) subject to F (x) ⊆ C.
The objective function ϕ : X −→ R is assumed to be locally Lipschitz at x¯, i.e. with
the property that there exist β ≥ 0 and δ > 0 such that
|ϕ(x1)− ϕ(x2)| ≤ βd(x1, x2), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ). (24)
The exact local Lipschitz bound of ϕ at x¯ is denoted in what follows by
lip(ϕ; x¯) = inf{β ≥ 0 : ∃δ > 0 such that inclusion (24) holds}.
Let us indicate by R the feasible region of (P), that is R = Sol((F,C)).
According to a widely-exploited scheme of analysis (see, for instance, [17, Ch. 6]),
whenever an error bound for a given constraint system is established, a corresponding
exact penalization result is derived in a standard way. It is worth noting that penalty
method is an approach developed within constrained optimization after [18,19], which
consists in reducing a given constrained optimization problem to an unconstrained
one, by replacing its objective function with a so-called penalty functional. In the case
of problem (P), the penalty functional is defined as
ϕλ(x) = ϕ(x) + λexc(F (x), C),
where λ is a positive parameter and the additional term clearly quantifies the con-
straint violation. In this context, a penalty function ϕλ is said to be exact at a local
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solution x¯ ∈ R to (P) provided that x¯ is also a local solution to the following uncon-
strained problem
(Pλ) min
x∈X
ϕλ(x).
The next result provides a sufficient condition for the exactness of a penalty function,
along with a quantitative estimate, expressed in term of problem data, for a penalty
parameter λ to given an exact penalty function.
Theorem 5.2 (Exact penalization). Given a constrained optimization problem (P),
suppose that:
(i) (X, d) is metrically complete;
(ii) x¯ ∈ R is a local solution to (P);
(iii) ϕ is locally Lipschitz at x¯;
(iv) F is l.s.c. in a neighbourhood of x¯ and Hausdorff C-u.s.c. at x¯;
(v) F is metrically C-increasing around x¯.
Then, for every λ > lip(ϕ;x¯)inc(F ;x¯)−1 , the function ϕλ is exact at x¯.
Proof. Fix λ > lip(ϕ;x¯)inc(F ;x¯)−1 . Then, it is possible to pick constants a, a˜ and β, with
β > lip(ϕ; x¯) and 1 < a˜ < a < inc(F ; x¯),
in such a way that
λ >
β
a˜− 1 >
β
a− 1 >
lip(ϕ; x¯)
inc(F ; x¯)− 1 . (25)
As a consequence of hypothesis (ii), there exists δ0 such that
ϕ(x) ≥ ϕ(x¯), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δ0) ∩R. (26)
By virtue of hypothesis (iii), there exists δβ > 0 such that
|ϕ(x1)− ϕ(x2)| ≤ βd(x1, x2), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δβ). (27)
Since, under the hypotheses (i), (iv) and (iv) it is possible to apply Theorem 4.3, there
exists δa > 0 such that
dist (x,R) ≤ exc(F (x), C)
a− 1 , ∀x ∈ B(x¯, δa). (28)
Now, define
r∗ =
1
4
min{δ0, δβ , δa}. (29)
According to the definition of ϕλ, clearly it is
ϕλ(x) = ϕ(x) ≥ ϕ(x¯) = ϕλ(x¯), ∀x ∈ B(x¯, r∗) ∩R.
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It remains to prove that ϕλ fulfils a similar inequality also for every x ∈ B(x¯, r∗)\R.
To this aim, fix an arbitrary x ∈ B(x¯, r∗)\R. Since r∗ < δa, inequality (28) is valid at
each point of B(x¯, r∗) and hence
dist (x,R) < exc(F (x), C)
a˜− 1 .
Remember that, as x 6∈ R, it must be exc(F (x), C) > 0). Moreover, under the afore-
mentioned hypothesis of lower semicontinuity on F , in the light of Proposition 4.1 R
turns out to be locally closed around x¯ and hence one has also dist (x,R) > 0. These
facts imply the existence of z ∈ R such that
d(x, z) < 2dist (x,R) (30)
and
d(x, z) <
exc(F (x), C)
a˜− 1 . (31)
Notice that, since it is x¯ ∈ R, then by inequality (30) one gets
d(x, z) < 2d(x, x¯) ≤ 2r∗.
Owing to the definition of r∗ made in (29), it follows
d(z, x¯) ≤ d(z, x) + d(x, x¯) ≤ 3r∗ < min{δ0, δβ , δa}.
As a consequence, one obtains
z ∈ R ∩ B(x¯, δ0) ∩ B(x¯, δβ).
This fact enables one to apply inequalities (26) and (27). Thus, by recalling inequality
(31), one finds
ϕ(x) ≥ ϕ(z) − βd(x, z) ≥ ϕ(x¯)− β exc(F (x), C)
a˜− 1 ,
wherefrom, in the light of inequality (25), one deduces
ϕλ(x) ≥ ϕ(x¯) = ϕλ(x¯).
The last inequality completes the proof.
Theorem 5.2 can be used as a starting point for deriving necessary optimality con-
ditions, when problem (P) is considered in more structured settings. For instance, if
F : X⇒ Y is a set-valued mapping between normed spaces with the property
F (tx1 + (1− t)x2) ⊆ tF (x1) + (1− t)F (x2), ∀x1, x2 ∈ X, ∀t ∈ [0, 1]
(this happens, for example, whenever F is defined by a set of linear operators), then
the function x 7→ exc(F (x), C) turns out to be convex. Thus, under the assumptions
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of Theorem 5.2, a necessary optimality condition can be readily expressed in terms
of the Clarke subdifferential (see [20, Ch. 10]). In other cases, to derive a verifiable
necessary optimality condition, it may be useful to handle the term x 7→ exc(F (x), C)
by other kinds of subdifferential (sometimes more elaborated), which are available in
nonsmooth analysis (see [4,6,9,13]). It is worth mentioning that some of them may
perform better than the Clarke subdifferential, even in the Lipschitz case, inasmuch
as they lead to smaller constructions in the dual space.
Results of exact penalization are often complemented with conditions upon which
from the global strict optimality of an element for a penalized problem one gets its
(global) optimality for the original problem. A similar result can be achieved also in
the context of problem (P), by employing this time the global error bound estimate
for generalized equations (GE ).
Proposition 5.3. With reference to a problem (P), suppose that:
(i) (X, d) is metrically complete;
(ii) (P) admits global solutions;
(iii) ϕ is Lipschitz continuous on X;
(iv) F is l.s.c. on X;
(v) F is metrically C-increasing on X.
If xˆ ∈ X is a strict global solution to problem (Pλǫ), with
λǫ =
(1 + ǫ)β
inc(F ;X) − 1 ,
for some ǫ > 0, then xˆ is a global solution also to (P).
Proof. Once proved that xˆ ∈ R the thesis follows at once, so assume, ab absurdo, that
xˆ 6∈ R. Under the above hypotheses it is possible to apply Theorem 4.2 and, in partic-
ular, the error bound estimate in its thesis. This amounts to say that, corresponding
to ǫ > 0, there exists xǫ ∈ R such that
d(xǫ, xˆ) ≤ (1 + ǫ)exc(F (xˆ), C)
inc(F ;X) − 1 . (32)
According to hypothesis (ii), let x¯ ∈ R be a global solution to (P). From the global
optimality of xˆ for (Pλǫ), inequality (32) and hypthesis (iii), it follows
ϕ(x¯) = ϕλǫ(x¯) ≥ ϕλǫ(xˆ) = ϕ(xˆ) + λǫexc(F (xˆ), C)
≥ ϕ(xǫ)− βd(xˆ, xǫ) + λǫexc(F (xˆ), C) ≥ ϕ(xǫ)
≥ ϕ(x¯).
The above inequalities imply that ϕλǫ(xˆ) = ϕλǫ(xǫ). Since xˆ has been supposed to be
a strict global solution to (Pλǫ), the last equality forces xˆ = xǫ, but this contradicts
the fact that xˆ 6∈ R. The proof is complete.
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